PLANNER PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS
There are three ways to print your planner inserts. The first is easiest for the printing
instructions and provides the perfect-sized page, but is possibly more expensive. The last
two, utilise A4 paper (which is easier and cheaper to access), but one is time consuming
with cutting and the third option is a little tricky (plus you may have to adjust where you
punch your holes slightly as it shrinks the page size just a tiny bit).
1.

Print to A5 paper. You can purchase A5 paper from office supply stores, or pre-cut
A4 paper in half. Print your pages double-sided.

2. Print to A4 paper, do not scale to fit page (or you’ll have A4 size inserts). Double side
printing using long-edge binding. You’ll need to trim the pages using a paper guillotine.
3. This is the method I use. I print my inserts as a booklet, then splice the pages. You
can’t booklet print on both sides of the paper with borderless printing, so it does
shrink the pages a few millimetres. Just use a previous page from your planner
when punching holes (I punched on the hole marks and it still fit in my Filofax, but it
was a tight fit). Anyway, the easiest way to explain the settings you need to avoid
upside down pages, wrong pages next to each other errors, is to just show you.
Here are the screen shots of my print settings – I use a Mac and a Brother wireless
printer, so your settings might look slightly different. You might want to test by
printing pages 1-3 first.
Step 1. Choose Print Document to get this box… Check settings are the same.

Step 2. Open Page Setup...

Step 3. Open Printer... You’ll get a warning, but choose Yes to get this box. Check
your Media & Quality settings are the same.

Step 4. Then check Layout. The 1 Pages per Sheet is important even though it sounds
wrong. Also make sure you have short-edge binding and Two-Sided.

Step 5. Paper Handling. Check they’re the same.

Step 6. Last one is Cover Page – you probably won’t need to change anything here.

And you can now press Print! (twice, if your set-up is like mine). This should print
back to front with a slight border of a few millimetres. You can trim that or ignore
it. If you are rough with your binder pages, I recommend putting a strip of Washi
tape (or even regular sticky tape) over the holes before punching. I use a single hole
punch – it’s almost impossible to get the holes right with those double punches.
Printing is always not fun. But you only have to do it once a year, now you can enjoy
your writerly days. Please do give me feedback on how you use your pages. If
there’s something you don’t use, or would like added. I’m always looking for ideas to
perfect my writing planner.
Stay Creative
Charmaine J

